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How to select the right oil - Guaranteed

Why is oil so important?

Oil plays a vital role within an engine, as it performs three 
key functions: it reduces metal to metal friction (engine 
lubrication), provides a degree of cooling (engine cooling) 
and provides engine cleaning (with the use of detergents, 
dispersant and other additives). When the incorrect oil 
is used or the oil is not changed at the manufacturer’s 
recommended intervals or the amount of oil is not checked 
regularly between service intervals, it can lead to significant 
and costly engine damage.

Can using the wrong oil affect a 
warranty?

Yes. Engine oil is an integral part of the specification when 
manufacturers are designing engines. Engine testing carried 
out by the manufacturer identifies the right oil properties 
which are then converted into a code (specification). The 
right oil should always be used during the vehicle’s life cycle, 

however this becomes even more critical during the warranty 
period. Using the wrong oil can invalidate a warranty.

How do I select the correct oil for my 
vehicle?

The easiest way is to use one of our application tools. We 
would always recommend the use of our online application 
guide, where you can select your vehicle using the VRN 
(Vehicle Registration Number) or by using the make and 
model search. Our data is also available through various 
electronic cataloguing systems or you can also use the 
printed Comma Application Guide if you do not have access 
to any of these systems. All our recommendations are based 
on data provided by the manufacturers and come with a 
100% compatibility guarantee which can be found on the 
website or the front of our printed application guide. Visit 
www.CommaOil.com.
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The Right Oil for Your Vehicle

As with many areas of the automotive industry the world of engine oils continues to become increasingly more complicated 
with the appearance of more and more unique manufacturer specifications and a resulting shift away from commodity products 
towards manufacturer specific oils. This bulletin shows you how this can be made easier and also reduce the risk of potentially 
expensive damage to your vehicle.
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Compatibility Guaranteed

Whatever your engine, Comma’s top-quality Perfromance Motor Oils, Gear 
and Transmission Oil, Xstream® Antifreeze & Coolants, Brake Fluids and 
Commercial vehicle ‘Transflow’ engine oils are designed for use in a wide 
range of circumstances, whether it be in an innovative latest generation engine, 
or an older, high mileage engine.

Reinforced by Comma’s unique Compatibility Guarantee, you can choose 
products with confidence.

Compatibility Guarantee

Preamble

Comma, as a producer of Original Equipment (OE) specified products, is obliged to produce products, in accordance with OE specification.

Comma has registered with the Association of the Constructors of European Automobiles (ACEA) through the European Engine Lubricants
Quality Management System (EELQMS) as a producer of Original Equipment specified products and therefore Comma products may be used
during routine servicing without affecting the vehicle manufacturer’s warranty.

In this guarantee, references to motor vehicles are to motor vehicles as defined within Commission Regulation (EC) No 461/2010.

Comma’s guarantee

Comma’s guarantee is only applicable for use of Comma products in the United Kingdom. The guarantee applies to all motor vehicles,
including those which are within their warranty period, which are serviced with Comma products purchased in the United Kingdom.

Comma hereby undertakes and GUARANTEES that on the date of their delivery to our distributor:

• all relevant Comma products will meet specification as claimed or as agreed in writing; and 

• all relevant Comma products as claimed or as agreed in writing will be compatible with engine, braking, gearbox or cooling systems in
motor vehicles.

This Guarantee does not affect the purchaser’s statutory rights.

Conditions of the guarantee

This GUARANTEE is conditional upon the strict usage of the Comma products being in accordance with:

1) the recommendations as listed at www.CommaOil.com; and

2) the motor vehicle being serviced in line with the manufacturer’s recommended service intervals and regimes.

This guarantee is also conditional upon none of the exclusions listed below being applicable.

How to claim under the guarantee

1) Upon discovery of the damage (but not later than 21 days from the date of discovery of the damage and within six months of the date of
the damage having occurred) call Comma’s Customer Services Manager on 01474 564311.

2) Allow a Comma representative and a mutually appointed assessor/engineer to examine the vehicle and maintenance records (if available) 
to determine the extent of the damage. Proof of purchase will be required to confirm that the Comma product covered by this guarantee
was in use.

3) Allow a Comma representative to obtain a relevant engine oil, transmission oil, coolant or brake fluid sample for analysis at no cost to you
to assist in determining the cause of the equipment failure.

4) A full report, with the outcome, will be sent back to you within a timely manner.

This guarantee excludes:

• Comma products used in equipment that has been modified outside of the original equipment manufacturer’s original specification.

• Comma products that have been used in a manner which is not in compliance with any standards, conditions, instructions or 
specifications which have been provided with such product or could otherwise be reasonably implied.

• Comma products that have been negligently used, or which have been used for a purpose other than their original stated purposed.

• Comma products that have been used in conjunction or mixed with any other product or additive that has not been authorised for use 
by Comma. 

• Failure of, or damage to, equipment that is due to a pre-existing condition or that is otherwise unrelated to the use of Comma products. 

• Any damage that has been caused by normal wear and tear of equipment (and any repair to, or replacement of, equipment to the extent 
the repair or replacement relates to damages constituting or arising from normal wear and tear). 

• Any claim alleging that damage to an engine, braking, gearbox or coolant system has been caused by reasons of the Comma product not 
meeting the specification claimed or agreed but which is not proved, supported or verified by a mutually appointed assessor or engineer.

If any provision of this guarantee is held to be unlawful, invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any rule or law, all other conditions 
or provisions of this guarantee shall nevertheless remain in effect.

How to claim under the Guarantee
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Why is it important to determine the correct oil?

The time when a single grade of engine would cover almost the entire vehicle parc in now a thing of the past! Choosing 
the right engine oil has become more complicated due to engines becoming more complicated, fundamentally because of 
increasingly demanding environmental legislation. To meet the requirements, as well as changes in design and materials, vehicle 
manufacturers have to resort to things like EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation), exhaust after treatment systems and turbochargers 
to meet these demanding emissions regulations. The result is a shift towards OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) specific 
products. In conclusion, modern engines require manufacturer specific engines oils.
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